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Like Adobe Premiere Elements, Pinnacle Studio HD ($50 as of May 10, 2009) is a consumer-grade video editor designed for home videographers. However, unlike adobe's app, Pinnacle is more rooted in traditional video editing methods used to produce professional movies. Pinnacle offers deeper features for importing, customizing and exporting, which are likely to make it
difficult for a beginner to learn and use, but its free online tutorials are great at getting you to jump the top. Although the partially redesigned interface is cleaner, it still has three tab steps that can be found in previous versions, slightly renamed as Import, Edit, and Make a Movie. The Import tab displays thumbnails of supported media files on all connected external drives and
devices, such as a memory card, DVD player, Blu-ray drive, USB drive, mobile phone, or digital camera. The Edit window has a sense of a more professional program, thanks in large part to a new gray, neutral background. A more important change is that the old page format has been replaced by an album structure with a scroll bar that is much more effective at finding clips,
photos and other elements of the movie. If you need additional help navigating and searching for resources, you can now set specific folders as a favorite in Pinnacle, and you also have direct access to File Explorer from within the program. At the bottom of the Edit window is a timeline for mixing different elements of a movie (you can also view your project in Storyboard format).
Click the icon to access videos, transitions, montage themes, titles, photos, and frame grabs, sound effects, and menus. As in earlier versions, select only any resource from these categories and drag and drop it onto the timeline. Pinnacle's tools for adjusting the length, order, and relationship of different objects are standard. The new Project Tray, which can also be found in the
Edit window, is where you can add all the resources used in the project. It is a useful organizational tool, but it is hidden under a small icon on top of the timeline, and many users may forget about it. Other additions include a basic tool that you can use to copy effects from one clip in a movie project to another. Photo quality (from still files included in movies) has improved.
Moreover, the new Stabilize effect improves or eliminates camera shaking, although even experienced users may need to do some experiments to find just the right settings. New DVD menus have been added. And the Montages feature - which allows you to combine videos and photos with frame plans (such as an animated photo book or video and photo overlay) - includes new
models, greater flexibility with fonts and other enhanced tools. Wide range of export options (DVD, AVCHD, Blu-ray, SVCD, Flash file, AVI, Windows Media, various MPEG's and many others) now include partial export and PREINFIDS for MP3, PlayStation 3, Wii, and Xbox, and the new Best Quality option for YouTube downloads. You can also create and save your project at 24
images per second for more professional printing. Unfortunately, our favorite new Pinnacle Studio feature isn't included in Pinnacle Studio HD. Motion Tracking -- a relatively easy-to-use but powerful feature of animated text effects -- is only available in more expensive versions of Ultimate ($100) and Ultimate Collection ($130). Other features only on Ultimate and Ultimate
Collection include keyframable effects, Blu-ray content import with motion menus and Dolby 5.1 audio, as well as a few extensions. Ultimate Collection adds green screen wallpapers as well as some additional extensions. Pinnacle Studio HD requires you to invest some time in learning how to use the program, but the result is professional-looking movies that you can proudly
share.---Sally Wiener Grotta and Daniel Grotta Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we may earn a small reward. Learn more about our affiliate link policy. With the right free video player, you don't have to worry about having to download more codecs or extensions in movies and programs. Unlike video players with PCs and Macs, which are often
limited to specific video formats and don't have advanced tools for high-quality visualizations and audio, the right free video player skips all the headaches and gets directly to play the video. Fortunately, there are some great free video people to choose from. There are simple players that streamline the download and viewing process, and there are also very advanced programs
that offer a wide range of game settings at your disposal. So, whatever experience you want, you'll find a video player that offers it to you without paying you a penny. Enhance your video viewing experience and choose the best free video player that suits you best. We've rounded out the top five options and share what we love about each of them. (Photo credit: VideoLAN;
Shutterstock)The best free video player you can download todayVLC Media Player is a free video player if you are looking for software that can handle any videos you throw into it. This very versatile software can play 360-degree videos, movies and clips up to 8K resolution and videos in compressed file formats. The real challenge is not getting files to play on VLC Media Player –
it's to find videos that this software won't play. This free video player also offers an impressive range of tools and controls. You can adjust video settings to improve playback or audio quality, and add filters to change the look of individual clips. VLC Media Player also works with synchronous subtitles, which is useful when the sound is turned off. The only big drawback of VLC
Media Player is that the interface hides a lot of these tools. Tools. a significant learning curve for the use and application of some of the more advanced features. Read our full VLC Media Player review (Photo credit: GOM and Company; Shutterstock)The feature-packed free video player with lots to offerGOM Player offers a lot of advanced functions to play videos. The software
can handle 360 degree and 8K videos and offers the ability to play Youtube videos on your desktop. Video playback settings aren't quite as extensive as other software options, but they're much friendlier to use when you're just getting started using a video player. One of the best free video players right now, it comes with a wide range of codecs, but it also has a searchable codec
library, so you can play just any type of clip. The player is compatible with synchronous subtitles, and you can even import entire playlists with a file type such as *.pls or *.asx. GOM Player also supports screen capture, so you can connect your computer to a TV or projector and play on a larger screen. Just note that the download comes with several other installer programs. You
must be ready to reject them if you decide that you only want a video player. Read the full GOM Player review (Photo credit: Digiarty Software; Shutterstock)Whatever the source, this free video player can handle it5KPlayer is one of the comprehensive free options not only for watching videos, but also for managing the entire video collection. The software allows you to add a
video library for the entire computer, so you can select videos from 5KPlayer instead of searching for your hard drive. On top of that, you can stream videos directly from Youtube and use Apple's AirPlay to display videos on multiple devices. The player supports almost all video formatted videos, such as 360 degree and 8K videos. The audio and video playback management
settings are pretty versatile, although they don't quite stack up in VLC Media Player you'll find against the controls. One thing to watch out for with 5KPlayer is that the ads support the free template. They don't appear while watching the video, but they can be annoying when you search the library or adjust settings. (Photo: Daum Communications; Shutterstock)Free video player
with advanced customization settingsPaikin's best free video player, Pot Player is an incredibly powerful program. It has a huge range of codecs and offers support not only for 360 degree and 8K videos, but also for 3D videos. If you throw a file format into this software that it does not yet support, Pot Player will automatically download the necessary codecs for you. You won't know
if just by looking at the interface, but Pot Player also comes with a free screen recorder and free video editing software under the hood. Video playback customization options are very impressive, while hotkeys you can use the most used settings without a problem. As if all this wasn't enough, Pot Player is a surprisingly lightweight software. It loads faster than any other video
player, free or paid for, and uses relatively little computer resources even to play big movies. Read our full Pot Player review (Photo: MPC-HC Team; Shutterstock)A modern version of the old built-in video player for WindowsMedia Player Classic – Home Cinema is an updated version of the old Windows standby mode. It has come a long way since it was first launched more than
a decade ago. In fact, the latest version is not only a strong competitor to free playback options like VLC Media Player and other free playback options, but also one of the best free video players to hit the shelves. What distinguishes Media Player Classic – Home Cinema is that it has an editable toolbar. This makes it much easier to use playback customization options. Although
the interface as a whole is quite sparse, the menu layout makes it relatively easy to find the controls you need. Usefully, this software is also very lightweight. It is designed to work on the same computers where the original Media Player Classic worked, which means it takes very little processing power. Still, it supports almost all media files, including 360-degree and 8K videos.
Give your own videos a boost with the best video editing software
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